
C rea t i n g  Sa f e r  Space :  A dd i t i o na l  Resou r c es

A leAdership role: whAt cAn help A 
congregAtion
 careful information sharing 
 educative input
 worship focused on healing 
 addressing forgiveness
 enabling healing recovery
 thoughtfulness about future ministry.

informAtion shAring
Informing the congregation in a carefully planned 
way so that thought has been given to how to 
support healing. A pastoral group is helpful for 
this process. issues to consider will include:
 who externally can be used as support
 what can be shared, when and how.

other issues to consider 
 the needs of the victim and family members
 support for the perpetrator’s family 
 possible contact with the perpetrator
 how to prepare for this reminding people of 

previous hurts
 legal advice
 media aspects
 using external help
 close cooperation with police, lAdo and adult/

children’s services to ensure communication 
with the congregation is timely and 
appropriate.

Remember that recovery for a congregation 
can take a very long time. the next minister 
[‘after-pastor’] will need a great deal of support. 
experience shows that it is often only in the time 
of the minister following the immediate ‘after-
pastor’ that the pain can finally be left behind.

further on: helpful wAys forwArd
Educative input: to help understand the 
perpetrator’s behaviour and safeguarding.
The grief cycle: sharing an understanding of the 
processes and how people are feeling now. 
Services: which might be focused on healing 
from the pain; reclaiming the church as a place 
of sanctity.
Addressing the issue of forgiveness: an 
opportunity for people to receive theological 
insights and reflect on what this means for them. 
Recovery: the congregation integrating the reality 
of their story of betrayal. recognising the trigger 
points such as anniversaries or the release from 
prison of an offender. 
Future ministry: a new minister can become the 
object of anger and mistrust. they need to be 
aware of the history and have informed support. 
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responding well to the congregation


